72" (0830) x 72" (0830) INLET

72" (0830) x 48" (0220) INLET

72" (0830) x 24" (060) INLET

SECTION B-B

SECTION A-A

NOTE:
1. 4"x1000 throat is for Types B and C Top Units only.
2. Relocate encroaching reinforcing bars when using Types B & C Top Units.
3. Cover slabs are to be pre-cast and must be sized to fit inlet box dimensions.
4. All bars are to be #5 (6M) spaced @ 6" (0150) unless noted otherwise.
5. Minimum bar cover = 6" (0150).

5502 BENDING DIAGRAM

5502 is not required to be one continuous bar. If more than one bar is used, there must be a 0.5" (0125) overlap between bars.

DELaware
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

DOUBLE INLET COVER SLAB DETAILS

STANDARD NO. D-5 (0002)

SHT. 5 OP 8
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